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Nick Demske
& Nicholas Michael Ravnikar

Preface: Dispatch from the Service Box
This healthy nugget of an
anthology collects a couple of poems
from each of the contestants in the
inaugural Racquetball Chapbook
Tournament, held at the Racine
Family YMCA on April 10, 2010.
Six writers submitted manuscripts
and paid a $10 entry fee to compete
for publication of their individual
chapbooks.
We’re hoping to print 100 copies
of the winner’s book, so that we can
send them off and spread the word.
Plus, all the competitors get their
manuscripts published as PDF e-books
on the tournament’s website, http://
racquetballchapb o oktournament.
wordpress.com. And you’re reading
this, aren’t you?
Unlike
most
chapbook
competitions, where publication
depends
on
judges’
literary
proclivities, the winner of the
Racquetball Chapbook Tournament
gets their chapbook printed solely on
the basis of skill, luck and dirty tricks
on the racquetball court -- elbows,
fingers to the eyes, head-butts.
Just kidding about the head-butts.
(Sort of.) But we do hope this project
inspires more alternative modes of
discrimination among publishing
contests, in acknowledgement of the
problem that subjectivity presents to
editorial decision-making.

We organized the tournament
because we wanted people to play
against. But we decided it would
be best if we played on behalf other
writers’ manuscripts, rather than
their own. You know, conflict of
interest? So each of us contacted a
writer whose work we wanted to see
in print.
Many of the contestants are
new to the sport and only decided to
pick it up because they thought the
tournament was a neat idea. Others
have used it as a route back into the
game after time off.
We already have some ideas for
next year. Like lowering the entry
fee for writers who compete on
behalf of their own work, to promote
more pro-am ringers. Or allowing
collaborators to play against a
single author, to highlight textual
equivalence. And giving extra
points for sentence fragments. Stuff
like that.
So, here’s one small step toward
demolishing the stereotype of writers
as over-sensitive, flabby, cerebral
creatures who only gather to celebrate
their own work. Because they also
gather to celebrate the irrelevancy
of their work and to compete for
personal gain -- just like everyone
else.
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William Allegrezza

from Noon Insomnias

3

middle quarter article
the drought is absolutely stopped
from hope despite the hundreds
gathered in front of powerless
fever or real progress however
noticed at all.
yet all is quite well with the
facilities’ leak into the actual doom
of the formal end.
for instance, we’ve abruptly
produced frantic leads with
unavoidable solutions of freedom
though the accident is still open
alongside of the same somebody
refueled.
this hype is scheduled to
relax, and the ball will be gathered
in the past.
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FJ Bergmann

from The Language of Stars
I Don’t Like Football
I like sitting in a chair
watching ghosts move.
I like to control them
with buttons. Certain
accessories must be a
certain hue, but other
wise colors mean no
thing to me. What you
call red and green are
exactly the same; any
one can see that. The
dreamy figures are
uniform colors, not
their skins, dancing
on a color I can’t see.
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Space Factory
a spam collage
you want to learn the use of patterns
to impress cocktail party guests
between decorators
the next time you’re exploited
you can design a simple facade
of the best practices
a proxy environment and more
that lets you put something to do instead
with others who’ve faced the challenging alone
you have your real relationship
(or worse, a flat tire)
you know trading what and why
isn’t as simple as it sounds
but you don’t matter we think
look you’re not wrong about might
you’re just not speaking the language
you want to learn about struggling
and everything that makes you want to see
how the Factory will NOT help
you want to learn something more fun
(own your boss)
you want something that you can hold
(use your co-worker)
you’ll easily counter built-in advantage
(books, the experience of others)
with your inheritance of academic science
you’ll avoid the embarrassment of principles
(time, matter) in a way that sticks better
load native patterns into your fa ade
casually mention learning theory format
the next time you paddle up a creek
in the wild you wheel your reinvented brain
at any given moment
somewhere in the world
software applications put you to sleep
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Sandy Christensen

from To be in Sunset Moving
Only of Me
I never really liked your face
so maybe that was a sign
that I shouldn’t be looking at it
for years or even days.
It’s like something was missing
the part where you tell me everything
or at least try
and your eyes said nothing when they saw me.
You talked of Thailand
smoking pot on the beach
climbing up Nepal mountains
and it was over before it began.
I could not get any more from you.
You held your cards close
afraid I’d pick out something even small
a king’s head, the body of a queen
I thought I saw everything and nothing too
I told you

but you did not let go
only of me

and now I’m alone
a leftover
deck of cards
trying to figure out which ones are gone
which ones you held and why
I’m stacking cards as high
as I can and you come
and blow
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Meet You in Yoga Class
Smile comfort
after yoga still
we both felt peace
so much the top of my head felt light
and I was in another world but not asleep
and you --I forgot what you told me how you told me
you felt exactly
but I know it was good, great
and we both liked the music
and the new words about holding it, the feeling
and feeling it deeply
down inside until our bodies were rising
but grounded
and the world half way there is here
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Douglas Duhaime
from An + Bn = Cn

We went to the farm to find chickens but we found
a rattlesnake a handshake
a cock full of dust
a meaty girl a sweating
under sausage link lust
a 'so' called the doctor
an 'onwards' the priest
a 'where' asked the butcher
away to the feast!
A dissertation on the surplus value of smallpox / fliers for cabarets
10.4 Enormous residential complex- gray cement thousands of people inside. Mall like all of the people with movies I watched a few with Kara the
eskimo. She was in the films. I tried to run and find him, couldn't get lost
in the complex, found a mailroom with a letter for me, Yale, grades, mostly
Bs and some missing teeth. Gardening. Community. I checked to see if
they were mine. I don't know what it would mean if they were. I can't remember the rest. Nonsense. All. Then just running and slidding down the
floors, Otto, looking for my car, which was buried in the snow , although I
am not sure if I ever found it in the dream. Funny about writing. -Plato.
The Dream. 1.27 high school production – Pat Finelli walking around with
his what out all the others in the ????. Who is bleeding? Everyone is staring. telling one another how massive, etc.
Who is Aladinns monkey friend?
Alladin's monkey friend?
Who was aladdin's servant?
Aladdin's monkey friends name?
I think it is abu.
Twins- 2*.5 people+.5 person=1.5 people we can record cello's dreams &
watch them on television
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4.1 At the ship port, a large monument, the closer we get, the more it looks
like trash, is trash!!
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in the waiting room He leads me to the realization that
green is or abracadabra (319)
In order to draw a limit to thinking. (to observe a particle without affecting
its position)
He said/She said
this thing:
too complicated.
simplify to factslike a man can only come if he is thinking of God.
Who can answer a riddle? Was ist die Klapperschlange?
If ONLY Adolf had passed his architectural exams in Vienna- Boyd
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All we need is a machine that is so fast and smart that it can create a machine that is faster and smarter than itself. Light! More Light! Syrians
shell Israel.
“Been drinking cleaning products all night, open to suggestions.” -Mr.
Waits
split the stick and there is Jesus. Boltzman, Hertz. Bruckner.
The mathematics teacher who only asks questions and refuses to answer to
anyone.
Old Door Yellow Wall (Corset) the penultimate flat (TopFgucker)
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Francis Raven*

from Birthday Provisions
The sincerity problem (when you say
something sincerely
no one believes
that you are
in fact
sincere) is partly a problem, but also, of course,
partly self inflicted, a rhetorical strategy.
What you’re saying is
something like
I mean this sincerely
but I’m both mocking
the content of what I’m saying
(perhaps because it’s embarrassing)
and the urge to be sincere.
DEAD PAN: MAN IS THE ONLY ANIMAL
WHO LIES BY TELLING THE TRUTH
(Slavoj Žižek, Looking Awry)
That’s why I love philosophy:
You can just say shit.
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“It’s going to be an awfully windy day
very uncomfortable,”
there’s great pressure to agree
but I happen to love the wind
doesn’t bother my eyes
my hair’s not long
and
don’t quite know how to put it
always great pressure to agree
to do the same thing
even if you’re tired
or don’t like swimming
great pressure to enjoy the same
but we aren’t the same
objective functions so different
can’t even get off the ground
just rolling
while everyone wants
the sack to be clinched
tight around
our waists, heads barely touching the ground
bodies tipping to and fro.
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Nick Twemlow*

not from anything

This is not a poem by Nick Twemlow.
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Nor is this.
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*Notes & Acknowledgments
Francis Raven and Nick Twemlow agreed for
Nicholas Michael Ravnikar and Nick Demske to
play for their respective manuscripts. We think Nick
Twemlow couldn’t get us his manuscript in time
because he was at AWP in Denver; although he didn’t
submit the poems inlcuded in this anthology, they’re
still his. Thank you to both Francis and Nick for
being the first passive participants in the Racquetball
Chapbook Tournament. Thanks again to Francis
for supplying cover art. Thanks to Tony Macias for
both agreeing to officiate matches and deciding not
to compete in our first tournament. He would have
soundly drubbed all contenders.
§
This tournament and the resulting publications could
not have been possible without the support of the
Racine Family YMCA, the Racine Public Library,
Friend of the World Press and The Bathroom.
Please support your local non-profit organizations,
public libraries and small presses.
§
Text of these poems set (mostly) in OldStyle 1,
Names in OldStyle Small Caps,
and Titles in OldNewspaperTypes.
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Official Match Scorecard
Racquetball Chapbook Tournament
April 10th 2010

_________________ vs. ________________
Name of Officiator/Referee: _________________
Start Time: ______

End Time: ______

Game One
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Decision/Comments

Game Two
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Decision/Comments

Game Three
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Decision/Comments
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